To add a **node**, click **Add Node**. Choose an existing **category** or create a new one. Enter values or define new **properties** for the **node** you’re creating.
Add an edge with the **Add Edge** command. Choose an existing relationship or create a new one. Enter values or define new properties for the edge you’re creating.
Use **Delete** to remove selected **nodes** and their **edges**.
The **Leaf Trimming** command deletes **nodes** that have only one (or no) relationships from the graph space. This lets you simplify a graph by quickly clearing out unconnected **nodes**.
The underlying data can also be edited directly - open the **Table** panel to display your graph data in a table format. To edit, click **Enhanced Table**.
The Enhanced Table editor lets you edit all your graph data. Individual values can be updated, individual nodes and edges can be added and removed, and node and edge properties can be edited and removed.